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Kingsway basketball youth

December 19, 2018, 10:32pm UTC / Source: TODAYBy Drew WeisholtzLeBron James is not just a fantastic basketball player. He's also a great sports parent. The Los Angeles Lakers star and future Hall of Famer posted a video Wednesday to Instagram in which he offers his 11-year-old
son, Bryce, words of encouragement after a youth basketball game. After my boyfriend Bryce and his team came back to win a game they had no business winning, I had a few words for him going forward, James wrote, along with the hashtags #PayitForward and #JamesGang.In the video,
James didn't waste time let his son know that while Bryce might not have scored as many points as he would have preferred, he did a lot to help his team win. You put too much on yourself for no reason, says the four-time MVP. You've made three of the biggest plays in the game, he adds,
before outlining how Bryce dented an offensive rebound, made a key exit pass, and fired another pass to the game's winning bucket. LeBron James stars in the sequel to 'Space Jam'Sept. 20, 201800:39Yes (sic) you miss shots or make shots, don't worry, boy, james continues. You played
a good game. You don't have to worry about making missing shots or shots. Good job. I'm proud of you, he concludes. James' assessment seems to have a positive impact: you can see Bryce smiling after his father recounted his three great plays. Staying optimistic and optimistic with kids
on the playing field can sometimes be lost in a world where intrusive sports parents hide all the time, but James' comments serve as an important reminder that moms and dads — even though they are among the greatest basketball players of all time — would be wise to support their
children instead of scolding their performance. Stephen Curry's mom, Sonya, reveals what it's like to raise an NBA superstar (yes, he had chores!) November 20, 201806:46Drew Weisholtz The invention of basketball is a thing of sporting tradition: Canadian doctor and priest James Naismith
needed a way to keep kids in his school active and out of trouble throughout the Massachusetts winter of 1891. He came up with a game of kicking a soccer ball in a fishing basket. Your reasons for starting a basketball championship could be so simple: something fun and healthy to do, for
adults in your community, say, or for young people in local churches. Or you may have higher ambitions, such as having serious high school players for college or raising money for charities. Whatever your motivations, make sure before there is enough interest to support the enterprise.
Spread the word by posting an invitation on a social media site. Send a press release to regional newspapers. Get in a local television news cast. Organize an informal shootout to assess the enthusiasm and talent level of the local community. It's also a good idea to get solid advice on the
legal and financial commitment involved, as both can be substantial. Your goals and response to your requests will help you make the many decisions that start a Involves. For example, what kind of legal entity will the league be? What office and field staff will you need? Where are you
going to play? What rules will you use? Will you charge admission? Selling merchandise? The scope of your league will also give you an idea of how much it will cost to execute. Even if we plan a nonprofit that relies on donations and is volunteer staff, you'll still have expenses for insurance,
paperwork, transportation, equipment, supplies, and more. Running a championship is a big responsibility. But if you're ready for the game, it's an opportunity to make a positive contribution to your community -- physically, socially and economically. Look what James Naismith started with a
ball and a couple of fishing baskets. On the next page, we'll explore some of the major challenges you'll face and some options to address them. Page 2 Forget to score points on the field; the real glory in intramural sports lies in coming up with the best team name. After all, anyone can
learn to hit a softball or hit a volleyball, but it takes a real talent to find a name that makes both the audience and the participants laugh. The best intramural team names are not only specific to the sport, but also dotted with internal jokes, innuendo, and more than a bit of controversy. Of
course, most colleges and universities with intramural leagues have rules in place to prevent team names from becoming too explicit or offensive, but that doesn't stop students from pushing boundaries. Some colleges also offer extra points to teams that display truly innovative and eye-
catching names, while a name that breaks the rules could result in penalties. With thousands of intramural teams taking part in sports ranging from flag football to bowling, there's no shortage of crazy names from teams that showcase the wild and vibrant nature of intramural sports. Read on
to discover our 10 choices of fun intramural team names. Measuring success is difficult, as it could mean something different for each individual. In the basketball sense, success can be freely defined as the best player you can be. That could mean playing on the middle school team,
playing on the high school team, playing college football, playing professionally. or just be a good player in the summer leagues. What you want to improve is for each individual. First, you need a passion for the game. Because? Because basketball is a very intricate and involved game that
takes endless hours of work to become good. To be really successful in the game you have to do more than just shoot around. A love for the game is necessary to put in the correct work. Basketball, for those who take it seriously, is a sport all year round. Play as much as you can; and when
you can. Basketball is a great game. Have fun. Learn from the players around you. Look what they do well. What can you do to practice and become as good as your opponents? Other players have moves that be effective for you? All great players learn from others. Also, be aware of what
you do well. Practice these things often. Take a strength you have and make it even stronger. If you're a loyal shooter, shoot more and become a good shooter. If you're a good shooter, shoot even more and become a great shooter. Play as much as you can and improve the things you do
best, while also working on things you might not do the same. Find out what you need to improve on. Practice becoming competent in the skills where you have been weakest. He works on developing a good game at 3600. There are courts, leagues, clinics, intramurals and many other
places where you can play. All of these serve as opportunities. Join these types of programs and have fun and always try to learn. Listen to people who are successful and find out what made them successful. Try to shape those behaviors. The more I train, the better you will play. When I
train, practice with a purpose. Divide the game into skills you need to improve and the skills you're good at. Like I said, it works to improve your weaknesses and works to really make those skills you're good at stronger. Do a training program and follow it. Time each drill and stay on
schedule. Have goals for each training session and work to achieve those goals. Ally yourself with a friend so you can help each other and strengthen each other. The habits learned in basketball can translate into all aspects of life. The work habits you develop as a player will also help you
become a better student, a better worker, a better teammate, and a better overall person. • Set goals• Work on strengths• Improve weaknesses• Play often• Use clinics, leagues, courts and programs• Learn from others• And most importantly, love the game! Passion is what makes
greatness. Work on dribbling with your head up using both handsShoot as much as possible from inside the key and perimeterWork on offensive moves off the dribble and before dribbleThe practice of passing skills with a friendWork on defensive techniques, position, scrolling and
footworkPractice ball fakes, jam steps and up and under movesSevery show great attitude-listening, learning and being the best teammate you can basketball is fun , exciting and great exercise, and can teach children important lessons that can be applied to other aspects of life. The good
news for parents eager to engage their children in an athletic activity is that basketball can be introduced at a young age. Basic motor and coordination skills such as dribbling (rebounding) a ball and shooting can be introduced when a child is only a couple of years old. Youth leagues
accept starting at about five or six years old, an excellent time for kids to start learning the basics of play. Concepts such as hustle and bustle, teamwork, sportsmanship, and attitude can be introduced at first, as well as more technical aspects of the game such as footwork, defense, and
shooting mechanics. Shooting. players need to develop an atmosphere and confidence with the ball. With a mini ball, younger players can develop dribbles with practice techniques such as hip circles, leg hoops, ankle hoops, and neck hoops. They should practice all aspects of dribbling:
right-handed and left-handed dribbling, high-head dribbling, hand change while dribbling, dribbling around cones and chairs, dribbling on the playground, and even dribbling in the driveway. It is important that a player is able to dribble with both hands and maintain a dribble despite
obstacles. Speed during dribbling is also important. Young players can have dribbling competitions and even play tags while dribbling a ball to improve their overall dribbling skills. Young players also need to learn how to pass and catch the ball correctly. They should practice a variety of
passes: two-handed passes from the chest, one-handed baseball passes, two-handed bounce passes, and passes above the head. At the same time, players can work to catch the ball with two hands. Players should be taught to catch the ball in an athletic position, with their knees bent,
their hands making a high target chest, and their feet balanced over the width of their shoulder. Footwork is another area of appropriate interest for young basketball players. Developing players may not be ready to make a fake ball or jab step and dribbling drive to the basket, but they can
practice footwork for these moves and learn the basic footwork that is at the heart of the good game. To practice footwork, young players can use imaginary basketball. They can play with these tutorials, or coaches can field X by showing them where their feet should go as if they were
learning dance steps. Basically, children can start playing as soon as they express interest in the game. While young players learn the basics, they can develop a passion for the game that could last a lifetime. Life.
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